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Abstract
We present information composition as a medium for
reflecting on events across space and time, combining
social media and personal interpretive annotation. Social
media sites contain a wealth of information rich in quality,
but they are often information islands. Aggregating these
experiences tempered with metadata and personal
annotation enables readers to reflect on events from
personal and cultural perspectives. We present Gulf Coast
hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Ike as an aggregate of
personal impressions from Flickr, using an information
composition to curate heritage memory.
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Introduction
Technologies play a fundamental role in the sociotechnical
construction of individual and collective memory [12].
Collecting individual impressions is easy, but connecting
impressions across time and place to understand and build
complex mental models of important, personal, and

cultural perspectives is less directly supported. Natural
disasters are historically and personally important [8]
events that, in modern times, are recorded in social media
as disconnected individual experiences.
Finding relationships and common occurrences between
events is a scientific and human endeavor. Bergson
explains humans as starting in an infant state, neither
self-aware nor aware of external surroundings, except for a
stream of images constituting sensory input that remains
disassociated and useless until he or she can learn to
remember and perceive [4].
We, as people living in the most recorded world, can peer
into the experiences of many people who leave
impressions about themselves in social media. This, in
itself, gives us an ability to possess more sensory data
than we can use, but does not increase our ability to
perceive more about cultural memories. Information
composition is a medium that a↵ords aggregating these
impressions from social media.
Figure 1: Extracted metadata of
a Flickr photo containing useful
links and structured information
revealed in context over the
clipping, showing metadata
details on demand.

Information Composition
Information composition is a lightly constrained medium
influenced by design and art for representing things and
ideas using an expressive spatial arrangement and
compositing of image and text clippings with rich
metadata. Each clipping is a conjunction of visual
representation and metadata linkback. Manipulating each
clipping’s scale, compositing level, color, and position into
an aggregate enables an author to represent complex
relationships about things and ideas implicitly and
explicitly [6, 13]. As a whole, it a↵ords big picture ideation
and reflection; constituent clippings function indexically,
visualizing metadata when brushed over with the mouse
(see Figure 1 ) and functioning as hyperlinks to their

source documents. The whole is greater than the sum of
its parts, yet, at the same time, includes all of its parts.
We created a tool for authoring information compositions
called InfoComposer. InfoComposer is an open source
creativity support tool that helps users ideate, collect, and
reflect on things and ideas [2]. Users can use
InfoComposer to collect text and images from a browser
though drag and drop, which automatically extracts
source specific (e.g. Flickr, Wikipedia, ACM) metadata
[7] from the source of clippings, presenting a visualization
of the structured metadata as a user on brushes over it
with the cursor.
Suppose Kara creates an information composition. She
starts with an empty composition space where she drags
in clippings from a web browser and authors personal
annotations. She starts with some preconceived notions
about the themes, information sources, and end product
she wants to create. While collecting information, she
reflects on the metadata, nature, and quality of the
clippings in her composition. She gathers similar clippings
into groups and juxtaposes clippings to show contrast.
She manipulates clippings, adds annotations, and thinks
about how her actions interact with what her composition
means as a whole. Moving her mouse over a clipping
instantly reveals its metadata, showing the source of the
clipping and related documents (see Figure 1 ). Shifting
her actions and attention cyclicly between ideation,
design, exploration, and reflection helps Kara create and
formulate a narrative of her own thoughts. As she
manipulates her clippings and annotations into an
understandable cohesive whole, she produces two
products: the formulation and framing of her thought and
also the product of the information composition itself.
This iterative and reflective design and thought process

exemplifies Schön calls Reflection-in-Action [10]. Each
localized action that the person performs has an e↵ect on
the composition as a whole, potentially changing themes
or transferring emphasis and narrative. Repeating this
process constitutes a conversation with the situation and
materials. Schön argues that making progress in a design
begins with first naming problems (in our case themes),
and then framing the context to solve them (in our case
supporting documents and the clippings that represent
them) [10]. Nakakoli et al. designed and tested ART, a
lightly constrained two dimensional externalization for
design, finding that it reduced cognitive load and
facilitated reflecting on design and themes in writing tasks
[9]. In contrast to ART, InfoComposer can be used to
both ideate with a fluid thinking structure and produce a
visually appealing, rich in metadata, final product. Tuan
describes seeing as a creative process that requires a
person to organize stimuli into “flowing structures that
provide signs meaningful to the purposeful organism” [11].
The mind’s eye naturally visualizes relationships between
things in flowing mental structures. During authoring,
InfoComposer a↵ords creating flowing structures while
reflecting-in-action. The structures that the author uses
for continuous feedback are the same that a reader can
use when viewing an information composition.
Figure 2: As a whole, the
information composition medium
a↵ords visceral big picture
ideation; each constituent
clipping contains indexical
information available though in
context metadata details on
demand.

The form of a gestalt and visceral composition serves as a
kind of map of thoughts. Turnbull finds all maps to be at
least partially indexical: needing human contextual
information to be considered true [3]. The metadata
bound to clippings in a composition provides indexical
function. In maps, humans select and interpret
information to present meaningful ideas, focusing
attention, and memory. By both explicitly and implicitly
connecting elements, the information composition author
provides the reader with an environment of stimuli for

forming opinions and understandings, supporting creative
seeing and exploration of the parts and whole.

Events as Collective Experiences
As social networks grow in size and content, individual
impressions of experiences will continue to be created,
indexed, archived, and, perhaps, revisited [12]. The
connections modeled through social media are imperfect
binary representations of complex relationships neither as
dynamic nor as qualitative as reality.
Bergson addresses the problem of understanding the
relationship between the inner and the outer by describing
human experience as sensory input understood by
memory. A person’s ability to perceive is tightly coupled
with his or her ability to remember. Infants lack the
ability to understand sensory input [4] until they have
repeated exposure to sensation which they use to form
mental models of self and the meaning of sensory input.
The relationship between social media observation and
events is like the relationship between our minds and the
world as observed by our central nervous system. Our
nerves send information to our brains about the world,
and from infancy we gradually build an understanding
about our own body and the world. At first, only rough,
non-localized understandings of sensation are all that we
accomplish as infants. In the same way, unstructured
collections of social media can have too little signal buried
under too much noise. However, even with a personalized
and focused social media signal, lack of organization and
contextualization of the media yields diminished
perceptible meaning. Events experienced through multiple
people and view points are best represented when
contextualized for meaning and juxtaposed with multiple
related, aligned, and oppositional impressions.

One can choose to view social media as a stream of
experiences from individual viewpoints. Each of these
viewpoints and contexts provide a signal. Social media
impressions are particularly situated because each
impression is typically tied to an individual’s general online
presence. Comments from friends, strangers, and groups
attached to an impression enhance its social context.

Figure 3: A selection of photos
taken the same day by the same
author of Hurricane Rita
Destruction[5] found by clicking
”photos that day” on extracted
metadata.

Information composition is suitable for representing
collections of individual experiences from social media. An
information composition is less rigid and linear than a
traditional narrative, but more of an aggregate and story
than lists of social media impressions. Information
compositions contain rich metadata on clippings, which
cannot be represented by an image alone. Information
composition a↵ords the reflective exploration and
representation for curation and understanding of events
across space and time while allowing authors to build
visualized mental models and personalized annotations.

Use Case: Gulf Coast Hurricanes

Figure 4: The location of
Hurricane Rita Destruction found
by clicking ”place” on extracted
metadata.

In Figure 5, we depict Katrina, Rita, and Ike with an
information composition of individual impressions from
Flickr[1]. While these hurricanes occurred in di↵erent
times and places, they are similar events. Note that three
tendrils, one for each hurricane, extend from the central
image: a photograph of a Hurricane from space. Each
tendril is separated by whitespace, connecting to the
image of a hurricane in the middle. We implicitly signify
the connectedness of similar damage e↵ects and social
reactions while acknowledging that each hurricane
occurred separately. The circular and dynamic structure of
the whole hints at the destructive force of hurricanes and
softens chronological ordering.
We authored multiple layers to a↵ord focused comparison

to readers of this information composition. The reader is
invited to compare and study tendril to tendril, a clipping
within a tendril to that same tendril, and any other
combination of aggregate and individual clipping. While
times and places are heterogeneous, the clippings here
share a common theme of hurricane disaster in the Gulf
Coast area. We see the same story of waiting, a storm, a
flood, left over disaster, and clean up e↵orts juxtaposed as
similar events. Shared experience, community, and
cleanup are layered together across each hurricane to
implicitly state that disaster can bring people together
through need. The individuals who took the photos and
posted them on Flickr probably do not know each other
personally, but they have a shared experience of hurricane
disaster: a heritage memory.
Viewing this work lets one view the rich, structured
metadata juxtaposed in context as the mouse brushes
over a clipping, a↵ording the exploration of personal
context for each impression and related information. For
example, the image Hurricane Rita Destruction has a
geographical “place” link, which allows one to see other
photos taken in that location (see Figures 3 and 4 ).
Metadata fields often contain links to relevant web pages
that include related information: the authors page, photos
taken by that author that day, month, or year, and groups
or sets that that picture belongs to.

Figure 5: We present Heritage of Gulf Coast Disaster as an information composition as an example of representing heritage of events
across space and time as experiential aggregates from multiple perspectives. To see metadata and sources for the individual clippings,
please go to http://students.cs.tamu.edu/rhema/compositions/gulf.html.

Conclusion
Social media is a new sense. The information it conveys is
true to the same degree that one’s central nervous system
conveys true information. Information composition a↵ords
comparison and contextualization needed to align,
represent, and reflect on related events across time and
place. The information composition medium supports
reflection during authoring and viewing processes, helping
users develop perspectives of heritage memories.
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